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INTRODUCTION
This document can be used in a variety of ways and may be useful when transferring from a
previous system – paper-based or electronic – to Alpha Tracker ® to compare processes and
output between the old and the new systems. In particular it may be used to demonstrate to
UKAS the traceability of data in Alpha Tracker ®.
This document provides guidelines for:
●

validating surveyor competence once they have completed their training

●

the comparison of output between the old and the new systems, so that it is possible to
demonstrate that Alpha Tracker is producing reports to the same standard and style as the
previously used system or method

●

accessing the logging that takes place within Alpha Tracker to provide traceability and
auditability of data.

This document has been separated into the following sections:
●

Training

●

Validation of Surveys

●

Validation of Reports

●

Audit Logging.

TRAINING
All administration and survey staff using Alpha Tracker need to be trained and assessed.
Training is carried out by suitably qualified Start Software staff and certificates are sent out to
those attending training courses. In addition, a photographic record of the training is kept on file
by Start Software as the training log.

VALIDATING SURVEYS
To validate the surveying it is recommended that Surveyors carry out at least one – but
preferably three – surveys using both the old method (whether this is on paper or using a
previous electronic system) and also within Alpha Tracker. It is important that Surveyors use
representative surveys, in terms of size and complexity.
The results of the surveys should be compared in the final report. Ensure in particular that the
maths are carefully checked, especially within priority assessments, looking for
rounding/averaging differences.
In summary:
●

Carry out survey(s) using old method

●

Carry out same survey(s) in Alpha Tracker

●

Check and compare the report results.
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VALIDATING REPORTS
Survey Reports
To validate the report production process within Alpha Tracker it is suggested that a report is
first generated in the old system and then in Alpha Tracker for 
each
survey type or report
template. The report output should then be compared.
To get a full picture, it is recommended that, as a minimum, data is collected for:
●

front page photo, with a photo

●

multiple buildings (at least two)

●

a room with no suspect items, with photos

●

a “No Access” room, with a photo of the door and notes

●

two “S” samples, one positive and one negative, both with photos

●

one “P” sample, with photos

●

one “SP” sample, with photos

●

two “X” cross references to different samples, both with photos.

The two versions of the same report, using the previous method and the Alpha Tracker version,
should be compared and any differences noted and explained. Copies should be kept of both
versions of the reports in case of future query and for the next UKAS inspection.
In summary:
●

Produce report(s) using old method

●

Produce report(s) in Alpha Tracker

●

Check and compare the report results

●

Note and explain any differences

●

Keep both versions of report(s).

Lab Reports
The same process should be carried out in the Lab for Lab certificate generation, that is a
certificate should be generated in the old system and then in Alpha Tracker for 
each
template.
Ensure that certificates are produced for both a selection of samples in a survey project and also
for a Bulk Sample job.
In summary:
●

Produce certificate(s) using old method

●

Produce certificate(s) in Alpha Tracker

●

Check and compare the results

●

Note and explain any differences

●

Keep both versions of certificate(s).
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AUDIT LOGGING
Traceability and auditability are achieved in Alpha Tracker through a variety of means, for example:
● unique ID record numbering
● maintaining current and previous versions of generated documents
● change logging.
There are a number of places within Alpha Tracker where versions/version numbers are kept and changes
to data are logged. The main areas are described briefly below. You are recommended to familiarise
yourself with these areas of the system so that you can investigate data changes when necessary.
All references to further information below are to specific chapters in the Alpha Tracker User Guide.

Project and Quotation Values
1.

Any changes that are saved to the cost of a Project in the Estimated Total Project Value field are
logged. Clicking the link displays the full log of changes, showing the log ID, project number,
previous value, new value, which logged in user made the change and when.

2.

The same change log is available on the Quotations screen to record any changes made to the
value of the Quotation.

Refer to Chapter 3, Quoting for Work, and Chapter 4, Working with Projects, for further details on recording
project and quotation values.

Projects
1.

Projects have the facility to record milestone information. As a task is completed the date and the
person completing the task can be recorded. Some milestones are automatically completed by the
system, for example the Project Opened milestone can be automatically set with the date on
which the project was created and by whom.
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Specific milestones can also be defined for each Project Type. These project type-specific
milestones are available under the More Milestones button. You can use these to record the dates
and users completing specific tasks in the project lifecycle, and also add notes to them.

Refer to Chapter 4, Working with Projects, for further details on recording milestones and Chapter 2,
Maintaining System Data, for instructions on how to set up Project Type-specific milestones.

Survey Data
1.

Each record created on Tracker Mobile (on the handset) is given a unique identifier at the time
the data is recorded, known as a GUID. For example: 3BF277BA-23B3-4216-B772-6C644F999B63.

2.

Each survey item created from the Tracker Mobile data is given a unique Survey Item ID.

3.

From the Survey Items screen in Alpha Tracker you can download the original data for the record
as sent in by the Surveyor. An “XML” link on each record lets you download the record as
originally saved by the surveyor. This data is never modified by the system and is therefore the
equivalent of the surveyor’s hand-written notes.

4.

The GUID can be used to trace the original data sent in by the surveyor, to the survey items and
right through to the data output in a report.
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5.

A copy of the XML file and the photo files sent in by the Surveyor are also stored in the Project’s
Document folder:

6.

A history of the condition of survey items over time is maintained. As Re-inspections occur, the
Asbestos Register for the site records the history of items so that you can easily see how
re-inspected items have deteriorated over time. A button on each item on the Asbestos Register
gives access to any history.

Refer to Chapter 7, Carrying Out the Survey, for instructions on recording surveys and reviewing the data
and to Chapter 11, Registers and Re-inspections, for information on the Asbestos Register.
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Generated Documents
1.

Each time a survey report is generated, the version number for the report increments. The logged
in user who requested the report generation is also recorded.

2.

Generated documents, whether survey reports or other types of document, are not overwritten.
You can generate a report or document any number of times; all previous versions are saved as
numbered backups.

3.

A Report Issue Reason log can be automatically kept to list each generation of a report, who
generated it and when. A reason for the issue can also be selected:

Refer to Chapter 10, Producing the Survey Report, for instructions on generating reports and viewing
documents.

Active/Inactive Records
1.

Many data items through the system can be given active data ranges. This means that when an
item is no longer required, it does not need to be removed from a list but can simply be marked as
inactive. Data items can be given Active Dates and/or Inactive Dates. Examples of records that can
have these active date ranges are: Offices, Project Types, Payment Terms, Rates, Roles and VAT
Codes.
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Inactive data items are still displayed, in brackets, where referenced in existing data, giving
visibility to changed values. Where selection lists are available, as on dropdowns, values that are
no longer current are displayed at the bottom of the list in brackets for visibility but are not
available for selection.

Refer to Chapter 2, Maintaining System Data, for further details on setting up standard data.

Appointments
1.

If a booking in the Diary is aborted, for example if a site visit cannot take place for any reason,
then aborted information can be logged and a record of the reason kept. These details are
recorded on the appointment itself. A new appointment can then be made in the Diary if
necessary without losing the details of the previously aborted appointment.

Refer to Chapter 6, Scheduling Projects, for further information on the Diary.
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Fibre Analysis
1.

If a Fibre Analysis record is amended in any way after it is first saved, then changes to the record
are logged and the user is informed.

2.

Any such warnings issued, as well as lab points accumulated, are visible from the Lab Warnings
screen which is searchable.

Refer to Chapter 8, Entering Lab Results, for instructions on how to enter Fibre Analysis.
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